BCNN LABORATORY IS RECRUITING FOR
THE WATUP STUDY, INVESTIGATING

BEVERAGE DRINKING HABITS

If you are
19-50 years old
BMI: 18.5-34.49
and not currently using
antibiotics, diuretics, probiotics

Then, we want you to help us understand...

Does what you drink affect how you think?
Do beverage habits impact the gut microbiota?

YOU WILL COMPLETE:
SURVEYS
COGNITIVE TESTING
DIET RECORDING
BLOOD DRAW
STOOL & URINE SAMPLE

COMPENSATION UP TO
$150 AND A FREE
SMART WATER BOTTLE
FOR THIS 4 WEEK
STUDY

CONTACT TO PARTICIPATE
NATE WILLIS
(217) 333-2060 |
WATUPRESEARCH@GMAIL.COM

Scan to submit participant interest form
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